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Use vast knowledge and life experiences to aid  employer and co-workers in 
achieving business goals. Abilities include but are not limited to: Provide fantastic 
customer service. As a long-time customer self, know what customers want and 
appreciate from a sales associate. Approach problems logically and with good 
judgment to ensure the appropriate customer outcome.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Document Coordinator
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 1988 – MAY 1991

 Distributed and dispatched incoming and outgoing mail accurately 
and efficiently.

 Used the high-speed mailing machine and other office equipment.
 Assisted in training of new/temp associates in daily task.
 Produced environmental reports and proposals.
 Coordinated entire intake process as necessary with referral sources, 

patients, and internal team members .
 Oversaw Document coordination within the office,
 Ran reports and generate spreadsheets to oversee holds with in the 

office Ensure that fellow .

Document Coordinator 
Delta Corporation - 1984 – 1988

 Veronica (504)975-2772 Document translation from English to 
Spanish.

 Edit and proofread computer generated labels and technical manuals.
 Using Oracle software record and track each processing task.
 Crawford - 440-248-0500 Fax, file &amp; distribute daily shipping 

invoices and/or department correspondences.
 Daily data entry, maintain multiple databases of shipments and 

customer orders.
 Coordinate delivery of hard copy seismic lines, well logs, and 

materials data for oil and gas service providers -Coordinate scanned 
document delivery .

 Temp position with GE Package Power, Inc.

EDUCATION

 Associates in Word Processing - (El Paso Community College - El Paso, 
TX)
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SKILLS

Inventory Management, Microsoft Office, Accounts Payable And Receivable, Customer
Service.
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